
Instant quiet, 
privacy & focusACOUSTIC PODS





Noise is part of our everyday lives. It can be a 
distraction, preventing us from being able to focus. It 
can also be a source of irritation, negatively affecting 
our mood.

Our Acoustic Pods are designed to minimise the 
negative effects of unwanted noise, providing a 
tranquil place of quiet and privacy.

These versatile Pods can instantly provide a space 
for private conversations, video calls or simply create 
additional desk/meeting spaces.

Installed in just 2 hours and powered by an ordinary 
3-pin plug, our Acoustic Pods can immediately add 
capacity to your space with minimal disruption.

Available in 5 sizes, from a 1-person phone booth 
to 6-person meeting space, each Acoustic Pod is 
available in 8 exterior finishes, 3 wood finishes and 6 
upholstery finishes, all at no extra cost.



IMPROVING PATIENT EXPERIENCE

a	 	Provide personal space 
to those who need it

a	 	Help users to focus in noisy 
environments (e.g. SEN)

a	 	Create dedicated sensory rooms

BOOSTING STAFF EFFECTIVENESS

a	 	Instantly create additional desk space

a	 	Increase meeting space capacity

a	 	Provide privacy for sensitive 
conversations

a	 	Create dedicated multi-faith spaces



MAINTAINING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

a	 	Provide quiet and privacy for 
secure video calls in prisons and 
mental health environments

a	 	Reduce the cost and impact of 
travelling long distances for visits

NURTURING  REHABILITATION

a	 	Create an area of focus for 
education and exam spaces

a	 	Provide an area for prison 
resettlement hubs

a	 	Offer self-contained libraries 
and study spaces





KEY FEATURES KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a		Provides a private, quiet space for 

phone calls and video conferences

a		Helps users to focus in noisy envrionments

a		Excellent sound reduction 
properties (up to 35dB)

a		Can be installed in just 2 hours

a		Powered by an ordinary 3-pin plug

a		Air ventilated every 40 seconds

a		Automatic sensor lighting

a		Built-in caster wheels for easy re-location

a		Choose from 8 exterior wall colours

a		Choose from 3 standard door 
frame wood finishes

a		Choose from 7 standard 
upholstery finishes

a		Custom finishes and upholstery 
available on request

Provides a private, quiet
  space for phone calls and
   video conferences

PHONE BOOTH 1-PERSON

Phone booth
160-1000
2263H | 1020W | 1020D (mm)

Weight: 370kg





KEY FEATURES KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a		Work model provides a private, quiet space 

for phone calls and video conferences

a		Meet model provides space 
for 2-person meetings

a		Helps users to focus in noisy environments

a		Excellent sound reduction 
properties (up to 38.2dB)

a		Can be installed in just 2 hours

a		Powered by an ordinary 3-pin plug

a		Air ventilated every 40 seconds

a		Automatic sensor lighting

a		Built-in caster wheels for easy re-location

a		Choose from 8 exterior wall colours

a		Choose from 3 standard door 
frame wood finishes

a		Choose from 7 standard 
upholstery finishes

a		Custom finishes and upholstery 
available on request

MEDIUM 1 OR 2 PERSON

Medium Work
160-1001
2263H | 1490W | 1300D (mm)

Weight: 560kg

Medium Meet
160-1002
2263H | 1490W | 1300D (mm)

Weight: 560kg





KEY FEATURES KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a		Provides space for up to 4-person meetings

a		Creates a private space for 
confidential conversations

a		Helps users to focus in noisy environments

a		Excellent sound reduction 
properties (up to 36.6dB)

a		Can be installed in just 2 hours

a		Powered by an ordinary 3-pin plug

a		Air ventilated every 40 seconds

a		Automatic sensor lighting

a	Built-in caster wheels for easy re-location

a		Choose from 8 exterior wall colours

a		Choose from 3 standard door 
frame wood finishes

a		Choose from 7 standard 
upholstery finishes

a		Custom finishes and upholstery 
available on request

LARGE 4-PERSON

Large
160-1003
2263H | 2107W | 1300D (mm)

Weight: 680kg

Provides meeting space 
for up to 4 people





KEY FEATURES KEY FEATURES OPTIONS
a		Provides space for up to 6-person meetings

a		Large floor area means this pod can 
be used for a variety of purposes

a		Creates a private space for 
confidential conversations

a		Excellent sound reduction 
properties (up to 35dB)

a		Can be installed in just 2 hours

a		Powered by an ordinary 3-pin plug

a		Air ventilated every 40 seconds

a		Automatic sensor lighting

a		Built-in caster wheels for easy re-location

a		Choose from 8 exterior wall colours

a		Choose from 3 standard door 
frame wood finishes

a		Choose from 7 standard 
upholstery finishes

a		Custom finishes and upholstery 
available on request

X-LARGE 6-PERSON

X-Large
160-1004
2263H | 2623W | 2800D (mm)

Weight: 680kg

Large f loor area 
provides a variety 
of usage options









HMP OAKWOOD
     One of the most amazing moments 

was when an elderly gentleman in our care 

was able to video call his daughter who 

emigrated to Australia and hadn’t seen her 

face in 4 years. 

It was extremely moving to be able to give 

this gentleman a call to see his daughter 

during Christmas week.

When he came out he thanked the staff 

and had tears in his eyes. He said how 

grateful he was to be able to see her and 

was at peace that he got to see her before 

anything had happened to him due to being 

high risk.

The availability of Purple Visits has been a 

lifeline to some of our prisoners and their 

families.  We have several men whose family 

and friends live too far away from the prison 

to travel and see their loved one so having 

the opportunity to be able to not only hear 

their voice but visually see them as well has 

helped put their minds at rest and keep their 

family ties stronger.  

The importance of communication, 

especially with family or loved ones, in this 

environment is paramount and can prevent 

issues or situations from arising.

Our acoustic pods provide a private space 
during virtual visits, helping to strengthen 
family relationships One of the things that prison 

staff and residents always 
struggled with was ensuring 
adequate privacy for families to 

have meaningful conversations

Prison visits are an important way of 

maintaining and strengthening social 

relationships, which studies have 

linked to reduced reoffending.

At the start of the Coronavirus 

pandemic, face-to-face social visits 

in prisons were stopped to reduce 

the risk to the prison population.

Secure video conferencing software 

was quickly developed, prompting 

a need for quiet, private spaces for 

virtual visits to take place in. Our 

Acoustic Pods were a perfect match.

“

”HMP Oakwood
Family Interventions team



Exterior Colours

Standard 

Black (RAL 9005) White (RAL 9016) Grey (RAL 7042)

Dark Grey (RAL 
7016)

Yellow (RAL 1021) Red (RAL 3002)

Blue (RAL 5012) Green (RAL 6019)

Custom (extra costs apply) 

All RAL colours

Window/Door Frame & Table

Standard 

Oak Pine Walnut

Custom (extra costs apply) 

Black Lacquer 
(Matt)

White Lacquer 
(Matt)

Any RAL colours  
as a Lacquer

Fabric Groups

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Rivet Xtreme Blazer

Phoneix X2 Manila

Citadel Era Synergy

Gravity Valencia

Advantage Silvertex

Group 4 Group 5 Group 6

Silk Main Line Remix 3

Felt

Upholstery Materials

Standard 

Grey Felt

Custom (extra costs apply) 

Dark Grey Felt Green Felt Yellow Felt Blue Felt

Standard 

Grey Linen Dark Grey Linen Black Linen Yellow Linen

Orange Linen Blue Linen

    MATERIALS AND COLOURS





See for 
yourself...
To arrange a demonstration or book a visit 
to our showroom, please call 
+44 (0)1622 237830

Pineapple, Westmead, Aylesford, Maidstone, Kent, ME20 6XJ

+44 (0)1622 237830

sales@pineapplecontracts.com

uk.pineapplecontracts.com
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